Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray
Sonic The Hedgehog 2 4K The world's favorite blue hedgehog is back for a next-level

adventure in Sonic The Hedgehog 2. After settling in Green Hills, Sonic is eager to prove
he has what it takes to be a true hero. His test comes when Dr. Robotnik returns, this
time with a new partner, Knuckles, in search for an emerald that has the power to
destroy civilizations. Sonic teams up with his own sidekick, Tails, and together they
embark on a globe-trotting journey to find the emerald before it falls into the wrong
hands. Bonus content on the Digital*, 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray releases of Sonic The
Hedgehog 2 include: Commentary by director Jeff Fowler and the voice of Sonic Ben
Schwartz: Animated Short: Sonic Drone Home Sonic, Tails and Knuckles discover a
junkyard in Green Hills with a familiar intruder - one of Robotnik's drones! Deleted and
Extended Scenes A few rings that were left behind - check out these never before seen
deleted and extended scenes! Bloopers Laugh along at these hilarious bloopers! Music
Video Kid Cudi Stars in the Sky, Finding Your Team Grab a chili dog and sit down with
the cast as they take us inside the making of the film and give us a behind-the-scenes
look at working with one another on set. The Powerful Puncher: Knuckles Sit down with
the crew and the Echidna himself, Idris Elba, as they walk us through the history of
Knuckles’ character and the journey of developing him for the film. Rapid Fire
Responses with Ben Schwartz In this fun Sonic-speed Q&A with Ben Schwartz, we get to
know more about the person behind the blue hedgehog. Robotnik Reimagined Papa's
got a brand new stache…and a new egg-mobile! Go behind-the-scenes with Jim
Carrey to take a look at the video game-inspired roots of his new look and how this pro
gets into character. A Sibling for Sonic: Tails—After voicing the character in the games
for nearly a decade, Colleen O’Shaughnessy walks us through the fun journey of
bringing Tails to the big screen! Paramount
The Lost City Reclusive author Loretta Sage writes about exotic places in her popular
adventure novels that feature a handsome cover model named Alan. Loretta Sage’s
(Sandra Bullock) novels are filled with ancient tombs and daring adventures, but that
doesn’t mean she’s prepared for them in real life. When she is kidnapped by an
eccentric billionaire (Daniel Radcliffe) to locate a legendary lost city, Loretta's handsome
cover model, Alan (Channing Tatum), sets off on a heroic but hapless rescue mission.
Thrust into an epic thrill-ride through the jungle, the unlikely pair must work together
to survive the elements, and survive each other, to find the city's fabled treasure before
it’s lost forever. Starring Sandra Bullock, Channing Tatum, Daniel Radcliffe, and Da’Vine
Joy Randolph, this “fun & wild jungle adventure comedy” (Erik Davis, Fandango) is “a
hilarious adventure from start to finish” (Dorian Parks, Geeks of Color). Fans can enjoy
The Lost City at home on Digital*, 4K Ultra HD, or Blu-ray and get over 50 minutes of
fun-filled bonus content, including hilarious bloopers, deleted scenes not seen in
theaters, and multiple behind-the-scenes featurettes. Take a trip to the movie’s exotic
filming location, see how the incredible action set pieces were filmed, discover the story
behind the infamous jumpsuit, and much more! Paramount
The Gilded Age: Season One takes place during a period of immense economic
change, of huge fortunes made and lost, and the rise of disparity between old money
and new. A wide-eyed young scion of a conservative family, Marian, embarks on a
mission to infiltrate the wealthy neighboring clan of her aunts Agnes van Rhijn and Ada
Brook, dominated by ruthless railroad tycoon George Russell and his ambitious wife,
Bertha, meeting new people like aspiring writer Peggy Scott, along the way. In this
exciting new world that is on the brink of the modern age, will Marian follow the
established rules of society, or forge her own path? DVD Features: All That Glitters:
Creating The Gilded Age (Exclusive for DVD) Old Money vs New: The Heart of the Matter,
Who’s Who Featurettes Invitation To Set ,Carrie Coon BTS, Writing Peggy, Inside the
Episodes. HBO
The Good Neighbor A nightmarish evening unfolds for neighbors David (Luke
Kleintank) and Robert (Jonathan Rhys Meyers) when they accidentally hit a woman on
her bike and flee the scene. While David is increasingly plagued by feelings of guilt,
Robert shows no remorse and becomes overbearing and possessive. When David
meets Vanessa (Eloise Smyth), the victim's sister, he submits to a reckless passion and
underlying sense of redemption before realizing Robert will do unspeakable things to
protect their secret. Screen Media
Event Horizon 25th Anniversary 4K Steelbook When the Event Horizon, a
spacecraft that vanished years earlier, suddenly reappears, a team is dispatched to
investigate the ship. Accompanied by the Event Horizon's creator, William Weir (Sam
Neill), the crew of the Lewis and Clark, led by Capt. Miller (Laurence Fishburne), begins
to explore the seemingly abandoned vessel. However, it soon becomes evident that
something sinister resides in its corridors, and that the horrors that befell the Event
Horizon's previous journey are still present. The Limited-Edition 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray
SteelBook features exclusive slipcase packaging, the feature film on a 4K Ultra HD disc
with Dolby Vision and HDR-10, access to a digital copy of the film, as well as the
following legacy bonus content on Blu-ray Disc. Commentary by director Paul W.S.
Anderson and producer Jeremy Bolt , The Making of Event Horizon - 5 Documentaries,
The Point of No Return - the filming of Event Horizon with director commentary, Secrets
– deleted & extended scenes with selectable director commentary, The Unseen Event
Horizon, Theatrical Trailer and Video Trailer. Paramount
Battle of the Worlds A runaway asteroid dubbed “The Outsider” mysteriously begins
orbiting the Earth and threatens it with lethal flying saucers. Filmed in Italy at the
height of the country’s sci-fi craze, this independent classic stars Golden Age-star
Claude Rains (Casablanca, The Invisible Man, Notorious), Bill Carter, Umberto Orsini,
Maya Brent, Jaqueline Derval and Renzo Palmer. Cinematography by Marcello
Masciocchi. Bonus Features: Original essay by author Don Stradley, Margheriti’s World;
Full-length commentary track by film historian Justin Humphreys; all-new original
production, A Cinematic Outsider: The Fantastical Worlds of Antonio Margheriti by
Ballyhoo Motion Pictures; and an insert with a special surprise for TFD fans.
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